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Editorial
The Journal of Novel Physiotherapies (JNP) is an international
peer-reviewed journal that publishes articles about hypothesis and
consolidated concepts in physiotherapy. The model of this journal
provides a rapid process that begins from author submission and goes
to the dissemination of the information, for free, to the international
community through Open Access.
In this way, is necessary the publication of original articles
and reviews that present original hypothesis of physiological and
molecular adaptions of the human body during the clinical practice
of physiotherapy treatments. Some researches shows very important
results in direct treatment of human diseases and other researches
show the very interesting mechanisms that are the basis of the health
professional practice [1].
The aim of JNP is to publish the result of intense work in both basic
and applied Science in physiotherapy context. Thus, JNP will continue
to encourage the participation of new researchers to submit original
data and reviews in the next issues. This world team of editors believes
that the JNP creates new challenges for researches by stimulation of
the interdisciplinary scientific production, and that this is the way for
real progression of the health study area. Based on the multicenter
research that produces publication in a translational view, our papers
will jump to some degrees in terms of impact factor [1].
We believe that the success of the authors of JNP in physiotherapy
field represents the high-level of the scientific production, which is
the result of the work developed by many groups from several parts of
the world. Journals are the primary evaluators and disseminators of
peer-reviewed health research. As such, we are ready to play a crucial
role in advocating the effective research that provides advances and

facilitates the translation of the research results into real world practice in health care [2,3]. All research with relevance to health, that
meets the highest scientific and ethical standards of methodological and statistical expertise may be submitted to the JNP, to evaluate
properly the older, the novel or the unfamiliar methods of health care
research [1,2].
In this way, we believe that the translational research is made
by complementary data and not by redundant research in animal
experimental and human clinical trials. A real translational discovery
comes from both basic and applied area results that may influence in
tactical decisions of the clinical guidelines. Furthermore, translational
research also has a profound impact on education in health institutes
[3]. The education model needs to be revised, since the human health
cannot be completely understood in classes based on disciplinary
study model. This journal emphasizes the development of clinical
practice and proposes future research directions by proposes of next
steps in physiotherapy treatments [3,4].
Summarizing, the JNP calls for papers in both, basic and applied
science, in one singular article, or in many together in this journal!
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